
Exhibition 2020 Blog Checklist & Rubric 
 
Blog Checklist: 

ロ I post a daily reflection blog post for homework every day Monday to Thursday. 

ロ I post a weekly reflection each Friday. 

ロ I use a mix of text, images, and videos in my blog posts to make it interesting for the reader. 

ロ My reflections show an understanding of my issue. 

ロ My reflections show what I have worked on and learned that day/week. 

ロ I have reread my post and made edits for spelling, capitalization, and punctuation, as appropriate. 

ロ I have utilized hyperlinks appropriately when linking to websites or pages within my website. 

ロ I have commented on other classmates’ blogs. 

ロ I have replied to comments left on my blog. 
 

Blog Rubric: 

 

 Developing Proficient Exceeding expectations 

Presentation ● The visual content of the blog does 
not connect to the central idea 
and lines of inquiry 

● Includes no multimedia 

● The visual content of the blog 
connects to the central idea and 
lines of inquiry most of the time 

● Includes at least one piece of 
multimedia in most blog posts 

● The visual content of the blog 
consistently connects to the 
central idea and lines of inquiry 

● Includes multiple pieces of 
multimedia across multiple blog 
posts 

Communication and 
Knowledge 

● Shows little understanding of the 
issue/topic 

● Thoughts and opinions are mostly 
not explained 

● Shows an understanding of the 
issue/topic 

● Thoughts and opinions are 
explained 

● Shows a deep understanding of 
the issue/topic 

● Thoughts and opinions are 
explained in depth 

https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/m/multimed.htm


 Developing Proficient Exceeding expectations 

Integrity ● Contains posts that are copied 
from other sources without 
reference to the original source 

● Each blog post is written in the 
student’s own words 

● Each blog post is written in the 
student’s own words 

● Credit is given in the blog post 
when sharing someone else's idea 

Quantity ● Completes less than five posts per 
week 

● Posts are typically less than five 
sentences long 

● Completes a post every day from 
Monday to Friday 

● Posts are consistently written in 
paragraphs with a minimum of 2 
paragraphs per post 

● Exceeds the number of posts per 
week 

● Posts are longer than required 

Editing ● Blog posts contain grammatical 
errors that distract the reader 

● Blog posts contain basic errors in 
spelling, capitalization, and 
punctuation (i.e. no capitals at the 
beginnings of sentences or when 
using “I” or there’s a lack of ending 
punctuation) 

● Shows evidence that editing has 
been made in each blog post 

● Any errors on posts do not distract 
from the overall meaning of their 
writing 

● All blog posts have been edited 
and corrected to a high calibre  

 
 


